
T h  e 
word "enter" has sev-

eral meanings. The Oxford Dic
tionary begins with the straightforward: 

"Come or go into (a place)," Le. she entered the 

kitchen. By this definition, the act of entering might 

be welcoming, momentous, or intrusive. Synonyms in

clude "set foot in," "gain access to," and "invade." To break 

and enter is to commit the crime of burglary, or to burgle, or to 

burglarize. The word "burglary" helps us understand a certain 
form or flavor of "enter," but "enter" doesn't leave the same spe

cific (and negative) impression. On the contrary, the word "enter" 

is normally understood to be natural and harmless, and even neces
sary when seeking progress both personally and professionally. That 

autumn) he entered college - here, "enter" is synonymous with joining, 
enlisting, and becoming associated with something educational and 
enlightening. 

Despite its broad definition, thougp., "enter" comes with an 

inherent entitlement issue. If the word were personified, it would 
claim to be both acceptable and accepting, innocently make space for 

more aggressive forms of conquest while also avoiding accountabil
ity for its uglier acts and accommodations. "Enter" is to the English 
language as "free" is to the American economy. Both words sound 

nice on the surface, and both words remain nice on the surface. But 
when we study these types of words from all possible angles - their 

sharp peaks and round valleys - the implications become unavoid
able and the nice stuff induces skepticism. 

This piece features a series of sample sentences that accom
pany the Oxford Dictionary's definition of"enter." The samples have 

been expanded, sequenced, and categorized into verbs that operate 
as their own entry points. The original sentences have been revised 

and rearranged for the sake of telling a story that remains alphabet
ized, thus replicating the structure and navigation of the dictionary. 

Please join me as I attempt to face this word "enter" in its 
many forms, functions, and facets. 
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